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INTRODUC'rORY 
THE EARLY YEliES 
"1'1Y DECADE": 1912-1920 








••• I would much rather lie on what is left of Catullus' 
parlour floor and speculate the azure beneath it and the 
hills off to Salo and Ri va ~'Ii th their forgotten gods 
moving unhindered amongst them, than discuss any processes 
and theories of art whatsoever. I would rather play 
tennis. I shall not argue. 1 
Thus Ezra Pound states, categorically, his distaste for 
abstract theorizing about aesthetic. He elaborates this 
opinion elsewhere; "All teaching of literature"--and criti-
cism as v'lell--"should be performed by the presentation and 
juxtaposition of specimens of writing and NOT by discussion 
of some other discusser's opinj.on fl,bout the general standing 
of a poet or author. 112 A poet's art can only be understood 
through a close study of individual poems; any other approach 
tends to carry one away from the focal point of the discussion, 
the poetry. 
To attempt an approach to Pound' s 01'~l:1 verse using 
precisely the indirect method that Pound himself condemns 
would seem, then, to be the height of perversity. That, 
hO'Hever, is the method of this paper: to use Pound's own 
prose uritings as a means of entry into the poetry. The 
-------_.--.--.---------
lT~S. Eliot, ed.~ 
. Nell Dire'ct'io11s, 
be referred to as 
(New Yorl{: 
henceforth 
justification for this approach is rather complex. First, 
there is the fact that Pound l'lrote an immense quantity 
prose--a contemplated collection was to have comprised 
tw'enty volumes--and that m.uch of' it is Ii terary criticism = 
Pound • s ovm 8 es about writing commentary seem not to 
2 
been very strong. Second, the fact that Pound's poetry is 
notoriously obscure, and that much of it resists conventional 
explication, suggests that an approach from another quarter 
could do no harm, and might prove illuminating. Finally, 
there is the fact that during much of Pound's life the writing 
of poetry is only one in a multitude of activities--including 
reviewing, translating, composine; music" 1'1ri ting letters, 
edi ting anthologies, and publicizing the vmrk of' other poets. 
Pound would seem to have had a conception of the poet's e 
in society which spurred him to play an extremely active 
part in the artistic life of his age. 
It is the purpose of this paper to find out what that 
conception was: to extract from Pound's critical writings 
the fundamental beliefs about the nature and function of 
art lv-hich governed his activities. During the most active 
part of his life, one thus discovers, Pound was gover-iled by 
a mimetic theory of art: a work of art, he thought, is an 
accurate representation of an artist's impression of ity. 
Poe can-thus provide reliable information about the 
people respond to reality, about the way they behave--data 
ltv-hich, Pound belleved, can and indeed must be used in 
latine; ethical codes. It then is of' the utmost importance 
J 
to him, first, that good poetry--accurate poetry- tten; 
and second, that humanity by persuaded to use it. TO"t'lards the 
attairunent of these , Pound directed all his activities. 
Hi s Oh'n poetry, therefore, is both a means to c-m end and an 
end in itself. It is one among many means of furthering the 
c[mse of poetry; yet it is also the goal of this activity, a 
self-contained and accurate record of the poet's concerns. 
Pound, then, led a double life; as Hyndham Le'V'iis says, 
he 'VITas "half-impresario, half-poet. 111 As his belief in the 
necessity of art to society became more and more fervent, he 
devoted more and more of his time to the cause of poetry, 
less and less to I'Jri ting it, with the his poetry came 
finally to be subservient to his goal of forging a civiliza-
tion in which poetry could survive with honor. He thus 
ultimately defeated his oitm end; but in the period when his 
poetry served as both end and means, and when his other 
activities were directed towards poetry rather than society, 
he managed to create, according to T. S. Eliot's testimony, 
a revolution in t'Vlentieth-century poetry. 2 
1 Wyndham Le't1i s , 
\'lindus, 1927), 
2L-r.'I '" .....,&, p. Xlll. 
(London; Chatto & 
THE EAHLY YEARS 
I 'Nill sing of the white birds 
In the blue waters of heaven, 
The clouds that are spray to its sea. 1 
Pound did not begin his career with the functional 
conception of poetry just smnmarized. His 0arly aesthetic 
theory, as revealed in his prose and poetry of the period 
from about 1903 to 1912, is in fact diametrically opposed 
4 
to his later belief. The young Pound was strongly influenced 
by late-nineteenth-century aestheticism, and he shared with 
the poets of the Nineties the belief that art's sale function 
is the creation of Beauty. 
Pound's first major work of criticism, 
subti tIed "An Attempt to Define Somm'lhat the Charm. 
of the Pre-Renaissance Literature of Latin Europe," is a 
synthesis of his college and graduate studies in medieval 
European literature. As crIticiSm. the book is not very inter-
esting. Pound f s belief that "after a fe'VT hours with the ori·m 
ginals, criticism. becomes a vain thing,,2 is already eVident: 
the work consists mainly of historical and biographical 
information interspersed ~'vi th generous quotations from the 
works discussed, sometimes accompanied by specific technical 
comments or vague enthusiastic statements: IIDante himself 






(New Yorlu Ne'l'J' Direct 
Cavalcanti." 1 
In his "Praefatl0 8.d Lectorem Electum" 1 hOHever 
(translation: preface to the select reader), Pound mal1:es 
some suggestive comments about the nature and function of 
art. The most important is in rather cryptic form: 
Art or an art is not unlike a river, in that it 
5 
is perturbed at times by the quality of the river bed, but 
is in a 't'my independent of that bed. The color of the 
v-later depends upon the substance of the bed and banks 
immediate and preceding. Stationary objects are reflected, 
but the quality of motion "is of the river. 'fhe SCientist 
is concerned lili th all of these things, the artist Hi th 
that which flows. 2 
Pound characteristically does not explain this metaphor, but 
its meaning is reasonably clear. The "river bed" is the 
world of phenomena upon which the artist drav-ls for his 
subject matter. The work of art--the river--reflects this 
concrete reality, since the world of the senses is the only 
one the artist can know' directly; and since sensory j. 
is the only experience he shares with his readers, it is his 
only means of communicating his perceptions. But in spi of 
this necessary relationship betlileen art and the phenomenal 
world, art is in essence separate from that 't'J'O 
which flO1';s"--the essential quality of the river--is precisely 
that quality which distin€:,'V.ishes it from its surroundings. 
Similarly, the work of art is in its essence self-contained, 
independent of the reality Hhich mirrors. 
Pound thus sets hims l' in opposit to the j\ s tote-
11an theory that art is essentially miL'1etic. The funet of 
1;:-~=., p., 110 •. 2 I pp. 5-6. 
6 
art, says Pound, 1s not to simulate our own ence, but 
to create a different sort of' experience: 
••• it is the business of the artist to prevent 
in the literary ,to relieve, refresh, revive the mind. 
of the reader--at reasonable intervals--vJ'i th some form 
of ecs ,by some splendor of thought, some presen-
tation of sheer beauty, some lightning turn of phrase--
laughter is no mean ecstasy, Good art begins with an 
escape from dullness. 1 
Cfhe basic experience of art is not; recognition of something 
familiar" hut amazement .. at something strange ~.andthe purpose 
of art· is not'to impart.:knowledg~~of reality, 'but to evoke an· 
"ecstasy. II Art, can, thus h?>ve: no general ,sOcial 'utility; its 
appeal is, to the indi vidual alone. ' 'It can,rEilfresh the. i t 
e it .. bas,' lfO:, essential connection wi th 
reality, it cannot spur him to action • 
. Pound thus has ~U1 anti-utilitarian conception of the 
nature of art. Its main function is the "presentation of 
sheer beauty"; its contribution to knowledge is incidental; 
its effect upon actiop is minimal. A work of art appeals to 
us by its unreality;' the aspects of it which evol{e "ecstasy" 
are those which are self~contained, implying no reference to 
outer reality. A "lightning turn of phrase,tI for instance, 
is a piece of rhetoric, a purely formal element of the ~'lOrk; 
and what Pound seel{s in poetic I'thought" is not truth.!...!.corres-
pondence to reality--but "splendorlll, the capacity of the 
thought to'arouse fine emotion in the reader. 
In this theo Pound is very close to Plato f s arg'LlJ11ent 
7 
in the 12n. that poets "are inspired and possessed" 1 and that 
their function is to communicate their "ecstasy H2 to their 
audiences. But there is a sharp difference in emphasis. 
Plato is primarily concerned with the origin of the ecstasy 
in the mind of the poet, Pound with the communication of the 
experience to the reader. Pound in fact scarcely ever speaks 
of the experience which· moves the poet to write; his belief 
in the ecstatic experience of poetry refers directly to the 
reader alone. Instead of exploring the nature of poetic 
inspiration, Pound dilates upon the conscious aspects of the 
poet's art. A poem is made, says Pound, when the poet 
"separates himself"] from emotions and then attempts to COID-
. 4 
municate them with as much "preciseness" as possible. 
From this concern for exact communication comes Pound~s 
interest in technique--the means by which an experience is 
transferred as effectively as possible to the reader, and 
by which a poetic expression is made to conform as closely as 
possible to the poet's original intention. Ji·rea¢l.ing of 
J'he ~l?iri t of R,omanc~ shows that Pound' s own interest 1s 
primarily in rhythm and rhyme, the musical aspects of poetry. 
~vhen he makes specific comments on poems, it is usually to 
point out some musical device: II [Arnaut Danie:Q "'''las the first 
to realize fully that the music of rhymes depends upon their 
21l>id., p. 22. 
]Pound, 
8 
arrangement, not on their multiplicity. 111 
In Pound's emphasis upon the exactness of poetic 
communication lies, hOHever, an implicit contradiction 'I'li th 
his explicitly stated poetic theory: his firm belief in the 
necessity of precis the rendering of emotion potent 
conflicts with his conviction that art's purpose is not to 
represent reality but to evoke emotion, and that realism is 
incidental to this purpose. The contradiction is made most 
explicit on page 116: "The best poetry of this time appeals 
by its truth, its subtlety, and by its refined exactness. II 
Pound does not attempt to reconc e this statement with his 
more frequently expressed belief that "Great art is made to 
call forth, or create, an ecstasy. 112 The conflict ends a 
few years later, when Pound adopts a mimetic theo of 
but during the earlier period, his poetry serves to demonstrate 
that his true allegiance is toward his ant c bell 
The function of art, then, is to evoke the sort of 
beauty that everyday reallty does not provide; the sole func-
tion of the poet is to produce beautiful works. Just hOll 
conscious of his function Pound lvas when he began, at age fif-
teen, to write poetry, we cannot be sure; but we can get a 
fairly good idea from an article he wrote in 1913 called 
"How I Began": 
I knew.at fifteen pretty much what I Hanted to do. I 
believed that the "Impulse" is vli th the ; that tech-
nique is a man's OVJ11 responsi bili ty. • • • I resolved 
, p. 82. 
at thirty I t'lrould know more about poetry 
living., "' .1 
any man 
Although Pound possibly overemphasizes his early interest 
9 
technique, he is not--to judge from the poetry--misrepresenting 
the degree of his ovm self-consciousness. On the cont:;rary f he 
is fully--at times rather obnoxiously--m'mre of' his role as 
custodian and dispenser of Beauty. 
liS bright ~'lhi te drops upon a leaden sea 
Grant so my songs to this grey folk may be: 2 
So Pound opens his first book of poems, -....... ~-....... --
dedicated Uto such as love this same beauty that I love, some-
what after mine Ot\"11 fashion. II The image is a bit too sickly 
to fulfill Poundws intention to "relieve, refresh, revive 
the mind of the reader," but his meaning is clear: the lst t s 
function is to inspire humanity with a vision of beauty. 
Pound is thus continuing in the by now quite feeble tradltion 
of nineteenth-century aestheticism: 
Tarnished we r Tarnished! 'Ilastre1s all r 
. .t\nd yet the art goes on, goes on. 
Broken our strength, yea as crushed reeds "I'Ve 
fall, 
And yet the art, the ~ goes on.3 
Like most poets vihose chief goal is Beauty, Pound tends to 
resort to c1ioh6s when searching for specific objects to 
1Ezra Pound, "Hov;r I Began, II 
reproduced in Noel Stocl{, 
(Chicago, Henry Regnery 
2Ezra Pound, 
NeW" Direc 




embody his ideal. Especially in those poems in which he speaks 
in his OVffi vOice, his imagery seems to have been 
the foggiest reaches of the Celtic Twilight: 
Through 1'JQodlands dim 
Ha ve I taken my I'Jay, 
And ofer silent waters, nig~t and day 
Have I sought the wee wind. 
i'rom 
A good part of the time, hOHever, Pound is not sper:l1ring 
in his O\iffi vOice. In many poems he adopts a maslc, usually of 
some poet from the past. In "-Histrion" he explains 1rJhy: 
No man hath dared to write this thing as yet, 
And yet I lrnow, hm'ir that the souls of all men great 
At times pass through us. 
And we are melted into them, and are not 
Save reflexions of their souls. 
Thus am I Dante for a space and am 
One Prancois Villon, ballr:td-lord and thi 
0-:, am such holy ones I may not write 
Lest blasphemy be l'1"3:'i t against my name; 
This for an instant and the flame is gone. 
• • • • • • • a # • • • • • • • e • • • • • 
So cease we from all being for the time, 
And these, the Nasters of the Soul, live on. 2 
Here, 1f anywhere, 1s the source of the II ecstasy" 'ltv-hich Pound 
is trying to communicate. In adopting a --"; ... "'-..-.;;';;;';'" he tries 
to capture the sense of near-mystical union with another 
personality which his intensive study of past literatures 
he believes, enabled him to achieve. The idea that one can 
identify totally with another human being seems faintly 
posterous to a normal vJestern observer; that Pound thought him-
self capable of asslmilat the splrit of Dante or Villon 
seems the height of egotism. Yet Pound to convince 
Hyndham Le'Nis, who is 0 se quite a 




• $ • when he can into the skin of somebody else. 
of power and renown, a Propertius or Em Dani 
he becomes a 1 or a lynx on the spot •••• Be has 
really walked with Sophocles beside the ; he 
seen the Florence of' Cavalcanti; there is st no-
where in the Past that he has not visited,oc •• 1 
This moment of identification th another spirit can be seen 
as the central experience of Pound's poetry. It is most 
explicitly stated in the early poems: 
I stood still and was a tree amid the wood 
Kno"t1ing the truth of things unseen before;2 
Significantly, Pound chose this poem to pegin ~~~~~ 
his 1926 edition of the collected shorter poems. liThe 
Tree" makes it clear that for Pound, this mystical experience 
1s the means by which he surmounts his own limitations of 
time t space, and personality t ,\<1hich enables him to "kno1jf" 
things unperceivable by his ordinary self. 
It is important to note that the figures with whom 
identifies are usually not trees but poets, nearly all renote 
in time and place: an Italian troubadour in "Cino," Provcll-
cal ones in "Na Audiart" and IlI'1arvoil, II Villon in> "A Villonaud 
for This Yule," and an eighteenth-century English scholar 
"Scriptor Ignotus." The delight Pound takes in the exoticism 
of his masl{s seemS partly escapist, stemming from a desire to 
remove himself, in spirit at least, from the "grey f'olk" 
America. lIe most explicitly states his dissatisfaction 
American philistin:i.sm in a poem viTri tten during a 
teaching stint at Wabash Colleee in Crawfo e, Indi8.na: 
• 86,87. p. .3. 
And I am homesick 
After mine ovm kind that kno'Vi", and feel 
And have some breath for beauty and the arts. 1 
12 
Of this period he wrote to his friend Will Carlos \~ill 
If anybody ever shuts 
you donit at least 
other, I'd give up 
in Indiana for four months and 
some unconstrained somethinG or 
your salvat':'on. 2 
Poetry .could provide expression to~ but not relief of, h1s 
discontent; he soon left the country for England. 
One can also detect in the early poems a love of' the 
obscure for its OIm sal~e, a delight in the out-of-the-w'ay. 
It shows in his habit of giving poems Latin names, in append-
ing to them semi-scholarly explanatory notes. It also sho1'1S 
in his first idea for the long poem which materialized as the 
.Can:t2..~: "to write a trilogy on I'1arozia (d. 945) J 'l:'life of 
Alberic If Prince of Rome.") Pound seems to exult in t:he sort 
of arcane knowledge lihich sets ,him apart from his contemporaries 
but puts him in contact with the obscure great of the past. 
The fullest expression of his situation can be found in "In 
Durance, II where the loneliness of his isolation from his 
human fellows is offset by his joy in the kl101l1edge and, 
espeCially, the visionary experience uhich he alone has had. 
But the ultimate function of Pound's obscure knowledge 
and identification with 
everyday ity 
ing of the famil 
One senses ill 
1 , p. 20. 
2D'. D. J)aige, 






Books, A Division 
the past is to enable him to escape 
art, to find in poetry not unders 
contact l'ii th the strange and 
poems an intent not to render his 
(N e'N Yo t Pantheon 
House, 1970),p. 19. 
impression of a given reality so precisely as to give it new 
meaning, but rather to as far a't'u:{y from reality as possible, 
to obliterate all sense of a real object behind the image. A 
phrase like lithe little rabbit folk / That some call children" 1 
gives no insight into the nature of children; rather, it makes 
the idea of children as unreal, as fantastic, as possible. 
Similarly, Poundts love poems praise no real woman; they 
attempt to evoke an ideal beauty. And most of the poems treat 
of exotic subjects, their settings in the European past; never 
does he-deal with American themes or attempt to record his 
emotions about things and people surrounding him. 
Pound·s early poetry, then, seems fully to exemplify his 
emphasis, in cri ticj.sm, upon the II ecstatic" function of art. 
The other focal point of his criticism, technique, remains to 
be considered. We have Pound*s later testimony to the effect 
that the aim of technique is "the precise rendering of the 
impulse" 2 , and the evidence in his earlier prose is that he is 
approaching this stance. His praise of exactness is not, how-
ever, reflected in his poetry. The effect of the poem is 
not to present a definite visual image, but rather to evoke a 
generalized emotion through the use of impreeise but sugges-
tive words: 
And the beauty of this thy Venice 
hast thou shown unto me 
Until is its loveliness become unto me 
a thing of tears. 2 
This imprecision in Pound's diction is partly the 
resul t of his Olm ence~ he does not yet possess the 
14 
skill to embody his visions in concrete and evocative terms. 
Yet it is also a side effect of Poundws intention to create 
poem!::] that are as little linked to external, visual reality as 
Possible. Pound's desire to escape from external reality, 
reflected in his po ic diction, has a councerpart in his 
desire to escape from his Olin self. The poetic expression 
for this latter desire is in Pound's use of the ; and 
technique is the means by which he may enter most fully into 
another self. 
Pound's'masks are usually those of poets; and the way 
to "become" a poet is thoroughly to master his style and 
subject-matter, so as to be able to speak in the poet's ovm 
voioe. Henoe Poundfs exeroises based on Italian and Proven-
cal rhyme- and rhythm·~systems, like "Na Audiart"; his imi-
tations of SvJinburne and BrolVl1ing; and his experiments 't'Ji th 
the dramatic monologue; and his translations of Heine, 
Propertius, and Hadrian's "Blandula, Tenulla, Vagula." 
For Pound" then, the aim of technique is not, as 1'11 th 
most poets, the creation of a voice that will most accurately 
express his mID self, his mID preoccupations; rather, his aim 
is to recreate other voices, experience other selves, 
communicate others' ideas. 
It is not surprising, then, that Pound should be most 
skillful 11'1 that aspect of technique farthest removed 
visible reality: music. Pound manages often to escape the 
worn rhythns of late nineteenth-century English versification. 
A. Alvarez said that Pound "ls the only poet in the t 
three hundred years to write ish as though he had never 
15 
read Shakespeare '11 ; and if the diction of the early poems does 
not quite support this contention, theil" rhythms do: 
Lips, \fmrds, and you snare them, 
Drefuns, llTords, and they are as j eHels, 
Strange spells of old deity, 
Havens, nl s, allurement: 
. And they are not; 
Having become the souls of son8. 2 
Vl [mal imagery--usually not Pound t s have· some 
link 1iii th concrete reality in order to be effective; but the 
lnusic of poetry is its most abstract element, moving the 
reader through rhythm, repetition, form--elements perc e 
only to the mind. 
Pound's early poetic theory, then, is closely matched 
by his practice. His beli ,expressed in his prose, that 
the fUnction of poetry is the creation of an unreal 
manifests itself poetically in a strong romanticism, even an 
escapism. In Pound a poetiC exp ence is created not by 
imaginatively transforming a reality, but rather by turning 
away from reality, by reacting against it: his aim is to 
create, in the l'lOrds of the Pre-Raphaelite painter Burne-
Jones, "a beautiful Romantic dream of something thf:J.t l1ever 
was, never will be • 11.3 • • The insubstantiality of much of 
Pound's early poetry is the result of a divorce betHeen the 
1A. Alvarez, "Craft and Horals," in Noel Stocl'>:, ed., 
(Chicago~ Henry Hegnery Company, 
p. 6. 
~quoted J~remy Maas, ( York: G.P. 
Putnam's SOl1S, 1969), 
16 
imagination and reality, the refusal of the imagination to 
accept and build on vlfhat the eye sees. Similarly, the 
curious imlersonality pf Pound~s most emotional poetry is the 
result of Poud's refusal to create a poetic s in any 1'my 
related to his personal self. A Pound ........ ,~,,;;...;;.;;,;... is not a 
transformation or expansion of Pound's own personality; it is 
an obliteration of his mm personality and an absorption into 
that of another. Herein is an implicit contradiction 
bet'l'leen Pound's theory and his practice; he insists that 
poetry is an indiVidual experience, that poets write from 
their own experj.el1ce in order to communicate that experience 
to individual readers. The poet must pay no attention to 
his possible effect upon society as a whole, nor may he 
attempt to write of any but his ovm experience: 
No art ever yet grew by 10011:ing into the eyes of the 
public: .",. You can obliterate yourself and mirror God, 
Nature or ty but if you try to mirror yourself 
the eyes of the public, 1'lOe be unto your art. 1 
Pound, hmiTever, does not realize that poet:i.c communication 
is human communication as '1'J"ell J by obliterating himself, 
removing himself from his he creates a void in 
the center of his poetry which only h1s finest mature wo 
is able to overcome. 
1p . alge, 
"BY DECADE"l: 1912-1920 
For three , out of key th his time, 
He strove to resuscitate the dead art 
Of poetry; to me. tEtin lithe sub1 II 
In the old sense. l~rong from the s 
.~ • ., S \\ l!I ••• Iii 0 $' ........ .- .. 
His true Penelope was Plaubert, 
He fished by 0 e i es; 
Observed the elegance of Circe's hair r 
Rather than the mottoes on sun-dials. 2 
So far this discussion has centered on Pound's vwrk 
from his beginning as a poet about 1901 until about 1912: 
17 
on the six books of poetry (some of the poems overlap from 
volume to volume) and one of criticism published bet~Ieen 1908, 
~lhen Pound left America for Venice and London, and 1912, the 
approXimate time of a decisive change in his poetic theory and 
in the activities which reflected it. The change in the nature 
of his activities gives some indication of the extent of the 
shift in theory.3 Up to 1912, as previously stated, his publi-
cations consisted mo of poetry. He contributed 1 e to 
magazines: some poems appeared in British and American p 
icals, and he wrote bool): revie1'Ts for a Philadelphia monthly. 
From 1912 to 1920, hONever, he contributed hugely to English 
magazines--reviews, translations, articles; as early as 1913 a 
magazine titled him "poet and critic.,,4 And the pattern of hts 




the v'ir! tel' has 
informatlon on 
rn, 
ing out the 
1912. Throughout this 
be much indebted to NagyWs book for 
the influences on Pound's critical theory. 
4Ezra Pound, "How I Began" I 
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publications in book form changed marl{edly: from 1913 to 
1920 he published only books of original verse. 
books of translations (one of them ); 
there are five books di icult to classify: a memoir of' the 
sculptor Gaudi esl{a; two boolcs comprising Ernest Fenol-
losa's v10rk on Japanese Noh drama, which Pound edited; and 
two collections of critical essays and miscellaneous prose. 
Beginning about 1912, too, Pound begins his efforts to 
keep unsung poets fed and get them published; undertakes the 
foreign editorship of ;Poetrl magazine of Chicago; accepts the 
post of literary executor to the estate of the Japanese 
scholar Ernest Fenollosa; acts as buyer for John Quinn, the 
New York art patron; edits a couple of anthologies of contem-
porary poetry; founds and publicizes the "Iraagist" and "Vorti-
cist" schools of poetry; ends, short, "perhaps one fifth 
of his working t poetry and the rest in a 
number of activities in poetry's behalf. 
Nothing earth-shaking happened in 1912 to transform 
Pound suddenly from a dreamy romantic into l'lhat 1-Jyndh.stm LevJis 
later called a "sens ionalist half-impresario, half-poet.,,2 
It was simply that at about this time the influences that had 
been operating upon Pound since his arrival in London began to 
have an effect~ Pound turned slovvly into a modernist. 
Pound arrived in London in 1908 hungry for the intellec-
", in Peter sell, • , 
(Norfolk, Conn.: New Di:rectlons, 
2r . Jewls, 
19 
tual community 1'1hich he could not find ca; but 
he wanted from that community 11as not an education but an 
audience. He believed that the experiments he '1'vas making 
verse-forms and rhythm- and rhyme- terns 
could make a valuable contribution to poetry in English; 
thought that his own poetry was the best that vms being 
i'lritten by an American (and considering the condition of Ameri-
can verse at the time, he was probably right), and that it 
was l'lell vmrth attention even in England. Several English 
revie'l'Jers agreed, one calling his work "wild haunting stuff, 
absolutely poetic, original, imaginative, passionate and 
spiritual. 111 Such reactions only confirmed Pound in his 
belief that he could teach England more than he could learn 
from it. 
The people he met in England thus made little immediate 
impression on Pound. Still preoccupied with the rUddle Ages, 
he found the Poets' Club, whose members included G. B. ShaH 
and Hilaire Belloc, "a bore. ,,2 Eventually, ho'V.rever, he fell 
in with a group of younger poets and thinkers who would in 
time have a strong influence on his poetic theory and practice. 
This group--its most important members were F. S. Flint 
and T.E. Hulme--1'lere as dissati ied with English poetry as 
Pound was vlith American. They had rejected the Pre- ite 
and "aesthetic" tradition in which Pound was still submerged, 
and liere inst loolring across the Channel for nevI ion. 
Flint, a poet, and Hulme, who 'llmS a philo 
were studying the and the Nork of the cri 
./ 
C Remy 
l quo ted in Stoclt, , p. 61. 
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de Gourmont; from these sources they developed a conc 10n 
of a kind of poetry whose effect would lie in suggestion 
than description to evoke an impression of a scene p relying 
on visual imagery to achieve this end. AS Hulme put it: 
There are in prose certain type situations and 
ments of Nords, which move as automatically into c 
other arrangements as do functions in algebra. • • • Poetry 
• • • is not a counter language, but a vi concrete 
one. • • • It ab-rays endeavours to .. • • make you cont 
ously see a physical thing, to prevent you gliding through 
an abstract process. 111 
Besides insisting upon concrete images, the Flint-Hulme group 
was moving toward a conception of form and rhythm as organic, 
growing naturally from the subject-matter itself rather than 
being imposed from iqi thout. They were already attempting 
imitations of Japanese which embodied the Visual 
they were aiming for. Here, then, was the Imagist movement in 
embryo. Pound, hOi-Jever, paid little attention to Hulme f s 
ideas. It was not until 1912 that he read H6:my de Gourmont's 
;:;;:;.;;;.....;;:;,..;;;..:;;..;;;;..;;;;;;.;;.;;;;;.;;;;.,...;;;;;.;;.;.._~w..;;;;;.;;;;., from w-hich Hulme had tal{en his 
and it seems to have been Gourmont'who finally changed Poundcs 
mind. 
A more important influence on Pound than l?lint and Hulme 
l1"aS Ford Illadox Hueffer, the poet and novelist, 11"ho had not yet 
changed his name to Ford Iv1adox Ford. Hueff'er, still in his 
thirties when Pound met him, was from 1908 to 1910 the r 
of the Under his leadership the 
publishing the best 'work being done in England--James, 
Galsworthy, Yeat '\'Jas unafraid of ne1rT 
the early wo of Pound, D. H. Law'rence, s. 
l quo ted in Sto p. 65. 
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Hueffer, like FIlint and Hulme, lms looking tOitJards France 
for neH ideas in writing; but l'Jhile the latter I'Jere most inter-
ested in French poetic technique, Hueffer was a disciple of 
the novelist Gustave Flaubert. 
II nfy a qu'un seul mot qui puisse parfaitement et com-
pl~tement exprimer une chose ou une id~e et c'est ce mot 
qu e ill fEmt trouver, dut-on passer hui t jours ~ Ie chercher 
.. .. .. 
Hueffer, with Fle.ubert, believes that it is the duty of the 
artist to insist upon an exact, correspondence between the 
object, experience, or idea he is attempting to convey, and the 
1'J'Ords in which he embodies it; the goal is absolute precis 
in the "application of word to thing"2 and the elimination of 
all words 'N'hich do not contribute to a precise rendering. 
Hueffer's aim Nas to apply these principles to poetry as l'1ell 
as to prose; he constflntly contended that "verse must be at 
least as well written as prose if it is to be poetry."] 
Poetry must have the concentration, the attention to detail, 
of good French prose; it must not wander off' into the 
of the Pre-Raphaelites and their followers. Huetfer therefore 
mounted a direct attack against the archaic diction of late 
ninteenth-century English poetry, insisting that "poetry must 
be written in exactly the same vocabulary as that which one 
used for one's prose.,,4 
iRene Du.mesnil, 
£l?:._ ,c i.t.~, p. 
2;L}~, p. 21. 
]F. r,l. JIueffer, 
quoted in de 
4 
F .. 111 •• Hueffer, 
~~..;,.,,;;.,;;;....;., 
, (Baris), p. 242, quoted in de 
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Pound and Hueffer became very good friends, in spite of' 
the fact that Hueffer was attacl>:ing precisely the sort of 
poetry that Pound 'ltTaS writing •. Pound, i'l"ith his romm-mcism 
and archaism, remained for some time impervious to Hueffer's 
insistence upon objectivi ; realism, and modern dlction. 
ly, hOliever, his ideas began to change; such events ElS ffer's 
rollin/3 in pain on the floor upon reading Pound's 1911 volmlle 
of poetry, could not fail to have an effect. 1 By 
1912 Pound had thoroughly embraced the modernist posit Emd 
was beginning to li'lri te propaganda for it: 
The arts, literature, poesy, are a science, just as 
chemistry is a science. Their subject is man, mankind and 
the individual •••• 
the arts give us a great percentage of the lasting 
and unassailable data regarding the nature of man, of 
immaterial man, of man considered as a thinking and sentient 
creature. They begin where the science ~f medicine leaves 
off or rather they overlap that science. 
In h5.s 1913 essay, "The Serious Artist," Pound takes the pos 
tion on the nature of art li1hich he will cont to maintain 
throughout his v'Jriting career. In asserting that art is a 
sCience, he carries the stipulations of Flaubert and Hueffer 
to their logico'l extreme. The artist's function, like the 
sCientist's, is thG objective study of reality and accurate 
reporting of his conclusions; in his purpose and his subject, 
he is thus indistinguishable from the psychologist. The 
gination plays no part in this conception: the artist must 
Pord; ObIt", 
August 1939, 
on p. 6. 





not transform reality, but analyze it and present it prccise-
ly as he believes it to be. His duty is to tell the truth, 
not to arouse the reader's emotions. 
Pound's theory of poetry has clearly undergone a tot8.l 
reversal, to the point of explicitly contradict:1l1g his 
ment in 
There are a number of aCiences connected 'Ni th the 
study of literature. There is in literature its~lf 
Art, which is not, and never will be, a sCience. 
Correspondence to reall ty is nOl'I essential rather than 
lncidental to the vlOrk of art. In one respect, h01iever, Pound 
maintains a coru1ection between his earlier and later conception 
of art: he continues to assert that poetry may--even should--
be an expression of the poet's emotions. It is, in fact, as 
an accumulation of individual responses to experience that 
the body of an artistls work can serve as "data!!. Pound thus 
gives a nod to subjectivity--as he must, since the arti is 
limited to presenting the truth General truths 
must be extracted·--though Pound does not say ho1'J' or by vJhom--
from a series of concrete examples; the artist's funct is 
to communicate his emotion, not to generalize about it. 
Pound mal~es a distinction between the subjecti vi ty of the 
poet and the objectivity of the novelist: 
• • • it is the Y10velist' s business to set clOlvl1 exactly 
manners and appearances: he mtwt render the sho'Y'J, he must, 
if the metaphor be perL'li tted, describe precisely the 
of the engine, the position and relation of its whe s. 
The poet or the artist; • • • is a sort of steam-







(Chicago: Halph ].<'1 s , 1950), 
In practice, however, this distinction is blurred: it is 
impossible for the novelist to be completely objective, and 
the poet may approach a subject as analytically as the novelj.st. 
Indeed, the chief distinction between poetry and prose is that 
"poetry is the more highly energized. But "~hese things are 
relative. "1 Poetry is more concentrated, with more emotional 
content than prose; but their essential function is the same. 
Pound's description of the prose artist's function might 
equally "well apply to the poet t 
It is the almost constant labour of the prose artist 
• • • to say "Send me the kind of Rembrandt I 11ke2 in the terms of "Send me four pounds of ten-penny nails". 
Both the novelist and the poet must present emotion through 
concrete details that 1'1ill convey to the reader the emotion 
felt by the artist. 
Besides the requirement of concrete presentation, there 
is another even more essential stipulation~ the artist must 
present his emotion or reaction to experience with absolute 
accuracy, "t"li thout falsification or exaggeration. 
The results of each observation must be precj.se and no 
single observation must in itself be taken as determining 
a general lavi, although, after experiment, certain obser-
vations may be .held as typical or normal. The s ous 
artist is scientific in that he presents the image of his 
deSire, of his hate, of his indifference as precisely that. 
as precisely the image of his Ovffi deSire, hate or indiffer-
ence. The more precise his rJcord the more lasting and 
unassailable his tilorl{ of art. 
It is in the artist's absolute faithfulness to his Ovffi lmpres-
sions, no matter how subjective, that his wo ·s usefulness 
lies. Although his vmrk sts to serve as "data for ethics,Il4 
3LE • p. L/-6. 
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he must never consider the uses to which it might be put, or 
whether it will be popular, lest he be swayed into 1'als 
his "record. II 
Pound's insistence upon accuracy of presentation leads 
him to a much stronger emphasis 011 technique than 1'iaS 
in his early criticism. Previously he had stressed the 
aesthetic experience f the "ecstasy" of art; technique livas the 
necessary intex'Il1ediary between the poet and his audience. 
Nm~, h01i<rever, the experience of art is relegated to the back-
ground; l'iThat is essential is that that experience be rendered 
with absolute precision: 
In proportion as his work is exact, i.e., true to human 
consciousness and to the nature of man, as it is exact in 
fOl"lJlUtation of desire, so is it durable and so is it "useful"; .. ~. . '{; 
Conversely, HBad art is inaccurate art. It is art that s 
false reports.,,2 Since lithe touchstone of an art is its 
precision",3 technique is lithe test of a man's sincerity."4 
The serious artist is the careful artist, the stylist, I';ho 
thoroughly considers every work he writes; the ultimate 
example is Flaubert, Hho could spend an entire day searching 
for the precise expression of his idea. 
If the function of art is literally to mirror nature, to 
shaH vd th absolute accuracy how people thinIi': and feel, then, 
Pound maintains, art can perform a useful function in society. 
Here again he follows Hueffer, ~<Jho believed that in an in 
which most knollledge had become frae;mented techni the 
arts alone could present a uni ed and ible pic 
I p. 22. I p. 43. , p. 48. 
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of man in society. Hueffer's master 17laubert had maintained 
IIthat had France seen the very accurate picture of contempo 
French society paint in and consequently 
seen herself as she truly was, she 'would have been spared the 
horrors of the Franco-Prussian war. III Similarly, Hueffer 
himself maintains in the prefatory letter to his 1925 novel 
Fev'l llri ters can hai.T€fengaged themselves as combatants 
in what, please God, will yet prove to be the war that 
ended war, without the intention of aiding with their 
writings, if they survived, in bringing abou~ such a state 
of mind as should end wars as possi bil:l ties. 
Hueffer is making a very large claim for the pm'iTer of art to 
affect people*s minds and actions--a claim which has been 
made for centuries by believers in censorship as well as 
apologists for art. And Pound continues in the same ve as 
Hueffer: 
A Fabian milk report is of less use to a legislator 
than the l{n01'dedge contained in L' Education Sentimentale, 
or in Bovary •••• 
• • • A sense of style could have saved America and 
Europe from ~Jilson ••• The ~ ~to is of public 
utility. I can't help it. I mil not offering this fact 
as a sop to aesths:;tes vvho vlJ'ant all authors to, be fUl1,da-
mentally useless.~ 
Can art ct people's actions? the aesthetes--of whom 
the early Pound vms one--thought not: Theophile Gautier, the 
French poet, had claimed, "Nothing is truly beautiful unless 
it can never be of any use HhatsoGver.,,4 Buch a belief 
2p. 1'1. 1"0 
.A 3; C 
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follows logically from the notion that art 1s not mimetic: 
if the 'Vmrld of art has no essential connection vii th of 
resIle ty, if the tv10 worlds operate under wholly 
then what happens in one w'orld camlOt ss be taken as a 
guide 01' model by the the other. 11'--1 
Flaubert I Hueff'er I Elnd the mature Pound--one accepts the 
that art is mimetic, that the tvm worlds are one, that is 
simply a distillation, an ordering, a clear report of i 
then art can be a source of k110\iIledge upon which to base 
action. 
Pound does not carry his arg'1,J]n.ent much beyond this 
since he is primarily interested in justifying the exis e 
of poetry. He therefore es so far as to as its ut 1-
tarian value. but does not speculate the questions of 
. or by it'lhom the II info ion" contained in po may be t 
and used. If he had, he might run difficul tiei': I 
since it is rather difficult, if not imposs e, to 
a series of individual insights a unified conception of' the 
nature of man, let alone a code of ethics based on such a 
conception. And then is the question, sed by 
as well a,s the anti-pornography crusaders, Hhether art can 
incite wrong action as well as ght. An artist can "falsify 
a report ll1 or miSinterpret evidence; h011 may one dist ish 
beti.reen false true ? 
A 1'lholly m.imetic theory of' , then, leads 
difficulties as does a ~'Jholly ant tic one. Huef'f'er 
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Pound were perhaps forced, by the necessity to counteract the 
extreme aestheticism of the generation preceding them, to 
an equally extreme stand on the other side. But there is a 
middle ground. Art has both mimetic and non-mimetic elements: 
it must be firmly based in concrete reality, or it communicates 
nothing to its audience; but simply by the fact of its ins 
not reality, but a reaction to reality, the poem is essentially 
unreal. Beyond his duty to communicate, the poet is responsible 
only to his OWfl imagination; as long as he retains reality as 
a base, he may transform it as he wishes. Poetry is thus 
neither totally useless nor really functional, since it is a 
response to reality, it can tell us something about realIty 
and about ourselves; but since it is an imaginative response, 
it cannot serve as a basis for real action. 
Pound, however, adhered to his belief in a mimetic, and 
therefore functional, literature. Indeed, as the years passed 
he came to believe that literature is not merely useful to 
society, but necessary as ~vell; by 1918 he was asserting that 
"Ie are governed by vJOrds, the la~'Vs are graven in words, 
and literature is the sale means of keeping these words 
living and accurate. 1 
The primary effect on Pound of this developing belief was an 
increasing tendency to turn outvmrd in his concerns: to be 
less concerned th his m'm poetry and more with the situation 
of poetry in , to consider less the effect of poetry on 
the individual, to thinlr more about its effect on society. 
This tendency vJas further increased by the situation in ch 
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Pound found himself in London in 1913. He was a member of a 
small community of' for1i'lard-looking artists and thinl{ers-- a 
budding -surrounded by the swamp of popular 
ture. Good art--the l'mrk of men li1(e D. H. Lawrence, Hyndham 
Lewis, the SCll1ptor Gaudier-Brzeska, himself--1ims having 
difficulty being published, let alone finding an audience; in 
1915, for instance, Lawrencets 
,;;.;;.,.,; ..... .,;;;;;;;;..;.;;;;;.;;;;;;;..,;..,;;...;.;. was prosecuted for 
obscenity. Bad art was flourishing. lVhat, in this situation, 
was the serious artist to do? 
In the ideal r~public, of course, there N'ould have been 
no problem. The poetis function is to produce good poetry: 
to record his emotions with the greatest accuracy possible. 
As Pound metaphorically put it; 
As touching flart for art f s saIre"; the oak does not grow 
for the purpose or 1i'lith the intention of being built into 
ships and tables, yet a wise nation will tal{e care to 
preserve the forests. It is the oal-c t s bUSiness to grow 
good oak. 1 
England--and, of course, il.merica--in 1912, how'ever, 'Nere not 
l'lise; they l'l"ere manifestly not preserving the forests; and 
Pound was understandably concerned about the survival of him-
self and his fellol'iT-oaks. Horeover, he was of a fundaments.lly 
activist temperament; it is a cardinal article of belief with 
him that lilt is never honest to have a thought which does not 
become a part of your experience." 2 Thought, for Pound, leads 
invariably to action. T. S. Eliot characterizes him as 
------,_._-...."."'.....,. ... "'.,. 
lPound, 
2quoted in Charles 
Hagnalls, 1969), 
p. 78. 
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"a teacher and a campt'd811er" and adds, 
He has ahmys been impelled, not merely to find out for 
himself how' poetry should be l1ri tten, but to pass on the 
benefit of his discoveries to others; not simply to make 
these benefits available, but to inSist upon their be 
received •••• 1::1e often presents the appearance of a man 
trying to convey to a very deaf person the fact that the 
house is on fire. 1 
So, although he recognized that his primary duty was to write 
poetry, Pound "Vms nevertheless dra1m, both by temperament and 
conviction, into other activities not strictly poetic l;hose 
purpose l'faS to bring about the production of good poetry. 
The first task was to ensure the survival of deserving 
poets, and to get their work published. Pound's efforts in 
this direction liTere untiring and selfless, as his taste 1ms 
excellent; among those "t'>Thom he helped in some material l\iay 
were T. S. Eliot I I'Jyndha:.m Lewis t James Soyce t Ernest Heming-
way, and Robert Frost. Eliot can best suggest the extent of 
Pound's activitiesl 
He liked to be the impresario for younger men, as well as 
the animator of artistic activity in any milieu in which 
he found himself. In this r'Ole he would go to any lengths 
of generosity and kinru:1ess; from inviting constantly 
ner a struggliniauthor v'rhom he suspected of being under-
fed, or giving rHW,y clothing (though his shoes and under-
wear were almost the only garments which resembled those 
of other men sufficiently to be worn by them), to trying 
to find jobs, collect subsidles, get wo published and 
then get it criticised and praised. Indeed, he was ready 
to layout the Hhole of life ror anyone in whose worli: he 
was interested .••• He was so passionately concerned about 
the works of art which he expected his proteges to p.roduce, 
that he sometimes tended to regard the latter almo 
impersonally, as art or literature machines to careful~Y 
tended, and oiled, for the salw of their potent output. 
The next--and st--problem Pound faced was that of 
_____ MF ________________ _ 
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raising the quality of cont poetry. Most neces 
to the achievement of this goal lIas the establishment 
propagation of a set of 11hich poems 
be measured: critical principles Hhich would enable a 
to "vleigh Theocri tus and Yeats in one balance, 111, compo 81 tional 
rules i'J'hich a 'uri ter might 1'01101>1 wi t11 the assurance that v;hat 
he produced would be, if not a good poem, at least a step in 
the ght direction. Pound therefore formulated three 
cip1es of good 'Nri ting; they are most economically set forth 
in the so-called "Imagist Nanifesto" of 1912.2 
1. Direct treatment of the "thing" \1hether subject or 
objective. 
This is the most importa,nt principle t and the vaguest as 'Hell. 
It is best translated as an junction to employ concrete vi 
imagery: fiJi work of is the honest reproduction of a concrete 
II 
• • • the object is always the 
symbol. '. • ", Go of abstractions.,,5 There is a (;o):'olla 
however; since directness of presentation implies the use of 
langl,tace which will co;:nmunicate most immediately the author's 
intention, the poem employ contemporary speech; it fiU 
folloH Hueffer's dictum that poetry should be as 'tvell l'1ri tten 
as prose, and must employ the SE'.Jne vocabulary, esche'tving 
sions and other deVices Hhich obscure meaning. 
2. To ,use ely no 'tmrd which does not contribute to 
the presentation. 
the is is on "effici tion 
p. 3. 
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